About Us:
Openplay represents dynamism and potential, youth and effort, style and technology- bundled together in
the quest for breakthrough performance. We are always on the lookout for young, determined and hungry
minds that are ready to take the world by storm.
All we require of you is passion to make a difference, to create something fascinating as well as practical.
Openplay provides the perfect atmosphere for creativity and development. The flexible reporting hours
and casual dressing only adds to the fun. We believe that the best ideas are born, when work and fun go
hand in hand.
If you are self-motivated, innovative and believe in taking the road less travelled, you might become one
of our proud working partners and a stakeholder in company's growth.
To know more about Openplay Tecg, please log on to www.openplaytech.com

We are looking for Senior Python developers who can work unassisted with high confidence, adapt to
situation where things are changing rapidly & ultimately deliver in time with great team work where things
are happening every hour.
As a Senior Software Engineer-Python:
You have:




An awesome team, who are very good at what they do.
A great office with a cool culture.
The freedom to do things your way as long as you have a solid reason.

Your Responsibilities:






The job requires the candidate to work on core products of the company. This involves
architecture, design, development, deployment and maintenance of highly scalable game server
platform. The front-end content delivery involves Drupal and PHP development where as the
back-end involves Python/PHP, storage, load balancing and performance optimization.
GNU/Linux and other Free and Open Sources technologies are heavily utilized.
Your challenge will be to innovate within and around the product and make it valuable and useful.
Ensure adherence to the best practices, design and architecture.
Build event based python modules

Your Qualities:












5+ years’ experience with minimum 3 years’ experience in development using Python.
Top academic credentials (or some other demonstration of your intellectual horsepower).
The company's products are primarily developed in combination of Python, Drupal, and MySQL.
Whatever technologies, languages, or development environments you have been using, we
expect you have mastered them in depth, and we expect that you will be able to master any
technology, language, or development environment that we need in the future.
Incredible coding skills and expertise in multiple programming languages such as Python, Drupal,
PHP.
Experience with PHP, JavaScript, MySQL, Apache, Nginx, APIs, HTML.
Familiarity with NoSQL database (Redis, Cassandra)
Ability to work in cloud environment
Good aptitude and problem solving skills
Exceptional problem solving and analytical skills
Enjoy experimenting with new technology



Strong programming skills in any of the programming language
Should be good at:
1) Python
2) MySQL
3) GNU/Linux

Technology is being redesigned and requires the candidate to cope with a fast learning environment and
good attitude towards handling changes. Curiosity and thirst for quality are a must.

Location: Hyderabad

Salary: Best in the Industry (no constraint for right applicant).

